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Monitoring Web Portal 

www.sinusstrom-control.com 

 

Datasheet 
SINUSSTROM SPIDER 

 
The SINUSSTROM SPIDER is a generator junction box for 
large-scale photovoltaic systems, which are based on 
the central inverter concept. Eight +Strings can be con-
nected to a device.  
 
The built-in measurement technology allows the moni-
toring of eight single strings. The function is imple-
mented by the integrated day and night-active string 
monitoring. This includes a highly accurate measure-
ment of the input currents of the SINUSSTROM SPIDER. 
The measured values are recorded and stored centrally.  
 
To reduce power losses on the DC side the SINUS-
STROM SPIDER is installed very close to the modules. 
The built-in reverse current diodes protect the modules 
and thus ultimately the complete photovoltaic system 
from high levels of short circuit currents. 
 
An alarm function, which is implemented through a 
web portal, serves the immediate error detection. Yield 
losses can be reduced to a minimum. Furthermore an 
alert function of individual components is guaranteed. 
  
The SINUSSTROM SPIDER is surrounded by a weather-
proof housing of the protection class IP 54.  
The simple installation is ensured by the extensive pre-
wiring.  
 
According to the customer’s request the signal- and 
power supply line can be offered individually pre-
assembled. This simplifies your installation consider-
able.  

http://www.sinusstrom-control.com/
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The SINUSSTROM SPIDER is adapted for the 
monitoring portal Sinusstrom-Control. A com-
plete string monitoring can be so implemented, 
even for large systems, quick and easy.  
 
On the monitoring portal you have the opportu-
nity to display the recorded and stored string 
currents and platinum temperature at any time. 
In addition error reports and alerts can be clear-
ly displayed.  
 
In case of trouble an alert is send to your email 
address. 
  

SINUSSTROM SPIDER – Product Details 
 

- 8 measuring channel 
- measuring accuracy max. 2% 
- improved alert function by monitored re-

verse current diodes 
- protection of the modules against reflux 
- simple implementation of the dc-

interconnection  
- a singular monitoring of 8 strings with 

each 5 A; simplifies the implementation of 
the complete string monitoring  

- setting of individual alert criteria for each 
measuring channel  

- Storing of minute values of each input 
- reduced cabling; less material consump-

tion  
- watchdog-function 
- fulfils CE-Standards  
- fulfils EN 61326-1 as well as EN 55011 

class B  
- individual plug- und cable choice up to 

10mm2  
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SINUSSTROM SPIDER – Technical Data Summary 
 

Input (DC)  
string number (number of  measuring channels) 8 

max. input current / string 5 A 

max. input current / 8 strings 40 A 

max. input voltage in idle state 1000 V 

Input power 27 kWp 

DC-input female cable connector Amphenol H4 (250 µOhm contact 
resistance) / custom-made produc-
tion 

Output (DC) 
max. output current 40 A 

nominal load ca. 27 kWp 

DC-output female cable connector Amphenol H4 (250 µOhm contact 
resistance) / custom-made produc-
tion 

Total Power Loss 
total power loss (SINUSSTROM SPIDER) max. ca. 44 W  

Efficiency  
 efficiency  ca. 99,8 % 

General Technical Data 

protection class electronics / connection range  
(IEC 60529) 

IP 68 / IP 54 

surrounding conditions (°C) -15 bis +50°C 

dimension with flange w x h x d (mm) 217 x 188 x 67 

weight 1,4 kg 

serial port RS-485 

beltline hook Ø 4mm 

standards & certification EN 55011, class A; EN 61326-1; CE 
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